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Skill level

Lessons

Accredited by

Basic - Advanced

21

CPD

Pre-requisites

Video duration

Estimated study time

None

1h 41m

10h 30m for all materials

Instructor
David Brownlee

Understand Leadership Styles

1

Authoritative

2

Collaborative

3

Exemplary

Learn the importance of exceptional leadership and the different leadership styles. The first leadership
style explored is the authoritative style.

In this module we look into the collaborative style of leadership and how it impacts your team.

We look at what the exemplary leadership style is and how it can be used in your organization.

Understand Your Team

4

Background

5

Beliefs

6

Personality

The most powerful way to influence someone as a leader is to understand them. Understand who they
are and what in their lives already motivates them. Once you understand them it is easy to lead them
and get them to a high performance level.

As leaders, when we know what someone already believes then it is easier to influence them to achieve
the desired outcome for the team.

There are 4 different personality types. This module explores what those are and the best way to lead
each one.

Purpose Driven Goals

7

Clear Desired Outcomes

8

Clear Purpose

9

Clear Actions & Duties

Learn the importance of purpose driven targets and how to implement them in your leadership.

Clarity is power. When you have clarity and purpose your team is unstoppable. This module shows you
how to get clear on the purpose of your objectives.

When people are clear on the actions and duties expected of them to achieve a goal with a purpose,
chances go up of the team achieving the desired outcome. This module looks at how to implement clear
actions and duties.

Overcome Challenges

10

Assess Where You Are

11

Attack The Challenge Together

12

Anticipate Challenges

Anything worth having in business or life comes with challenge. How do you approach challenge? In this
module, we address the challenges and strategies to overcome them.

When the team you are leading comes together to attack challenges the likelihood of them overcoming
that challenge goes up. Morale and teamwork also improves.

The best leaders can anticipate the challenges that will arise in the future and put a plan in place to
overcome that challenge.

Get Leverage

13

Cost Assessment

14

Identify Best Leverage For Your Team

15

Identify Individual Team Member Triggers

We look at how to get our team to take action towards our desired outcome. In order to drive that
action, we need to get leverage on the team.

At this stage in your leadership you need to discern which form of leverage will be most effective with
your team.

When you uncover what already motivates your individual team members it becomes easier for you to
motivate them.

Implement Strategies

16

Fear & Consequence
In this module we look at implementing the “away from” strategies to change behavior.

17

Reward

18

Reinforce Team Capabilities

In this module we look at implementing the “towards” strategies to change behavior.

We look into tapping into the individual strengths of your team and cultivating those strengths to
achieve your desired outcome.

Perpetuate Teamwork

19

Create Synergy

20

Team Support

21

Select “A” Players

When your organization is working as a cohesive team, you achieve more goals, morale goes up and
quality increases. In this module we look at the importance of a team and how to use the team to
achieve the desired outcomes.

When your team feels supported they are willing to take more risks and innovate to achieve your
desired outcome. Productivity increases substantially.

The best leaders have the best players on their team to execute their vision and make it a reality.
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